Green Challenge

- Recycle something you have finished with – a plastic bottle, a tin can, a piece of clothing etc. What can you make and how will you use it?

- Put a container outside so you can measure rainfall. Keep a chart so you can compare rainfall over a period of time. You might want to compare this to another country. What is the impact of rainfall – lots, less or something in between?

- Make a bug hotel in your garden using natural materials.

- Make a ‘Promise Tree’ using a branch in a pot or placed in the garden. Attach a message to the earth on a leaf cut out from scrap paper. Attach it to the tree. Can everyone in your family add a leaf?

- Design a poster encouraging people to Reduce, Recycle and Reuse’ Make it really bright and engaging and put it in your window.

- Keep a diary of birds and any other wildlife that comes into your garden. Can you identify them. Show the results in a chart.

- Find out about making different animal home (Bug hotels, a hedgehog home, a bird box etc). Write instructions, with diagrams, so someone else could make one.

- Write an article about something ‘green’ that you have done for the school website

- Create a green quiz.

- Design an energy cartoon type character that can be used as a reminder to turn off lights and computers when not in use.